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Blackboard [http://blackboard.econ.usyd.edu.au/]
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SCROLL DOWN FOR UNIT OF STUDY OUTLINES
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Research gone wrong
Wikipedia is not your friend…
Wikipedia is not your friend…
Wikipedia is…

› Evil

› Do not ever use Wikipedia

› The only circumstances under which you should use Wikipedia are
  - Never
  - Nunca
  - Nie
  - 从未
Google is useful, but be aware that we have access to it also…
Doing research badly

Google Scholar is better especially if you use correct citing!
Library services

KAMY OOI
Faculty Liaison Librarian:
Business Analytics, Business Information Systems, Faculty Units (BUS), Transport & Logistics, Work & Organisational Studies and Workplace Research Centre

Contact: 
Use the Ask a Librarian service or email Kamy Ooi: kamy.ooi@sydney.edu.au

Phone: 
+61 2 9351 4552

Location: 
Faculty Teams Workroom, Level 2, Fisher North
F03 - Fisher Library
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 Australia

Kamy is the Liaison Librarian for the School of Business disciplines listed above. Her role is to support your learning and research in these subject areas. Kamy is available for consultations on all library related matters, including assistance with new units of study and acquiring library materials.

If you have any enquiries, please do not hesitate to contact her via email or phone.
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What journals should I be looking at????????